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Chahestaniha Neighborhood                                     Participants Code: HFC-1541 

  

Introduction: 

Bandar Abbas is located south of Iran and is known as the center of business in the 

country. “Chahestaniha” area is considered a suburb neighborhood in the north of 

Bandar Abbas whose citizens have migrated from their villages to here. This area 

has now become a part of the city, but has poor urban facilities. This area is our 

preferred site in order to participate in the competition. In investigating of this 

area, we tried to consider all of the positive and negative features. In next step, we 

considered the facilities and potentials outside the site and in Bandar Abbass city 

in order to use those facilities in the site. 

 

Goals:  

The main goals of this project are: 

- The life quality of the citizens in this area should Increased 

- The methods of application should be simple and able to be taught 

- Use inexpensive and accessible materials 

- Residents cooperation should be the main power of the project 

 

Positive and negative points (site features): 

At first, we observed several problems in the neighborhood which we categorized 

and used as factors of positive events. Indeed, we tried to use the positive and 

negative features of the site as well as capabilities and potentials of the city (out of 

the site) in order to achieve the maximum efficiency regarding design and also how 

to deal with the topic. 
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The site features: 

Infrastructure issues: 

- Circulation: There are complicated and difficult alleys that makes it difficult 

to find directions in emergency situations. 

- Sewage disposal system: There are not any sewage disposal systems in the 

area and the wastewater is spread into the alleys. 

- Power: The neighborhood has electricity, but the power distribution is not 

regular due to the lack of an organized infrastructure. 

- Green area: There is one tree in almost every house. And the point is that all 

people like to plant trees and vegetables in their neighborhood. 

- Sanitation: The sanitation level in the neighborhood is low, and there are not 

any medical centers even near the area. 

 

Physical features:  

- The low quality of buildings: The buildings have been built by simple walls 

made by building blocks put on each other, and the roofs are made of cloth 

or light coverings. During the time, these are improved by use of some safer 

materials, but lack quality. 

- Density: The way the buildings are located in the neighborhood is irregular 

and completely compact. 

- Public space: There are no public spaces in this neighborhood. 

- Topography: There is a big height difference between the neighborhood and 

the ground level in its south (around 10 meters). This has resulted in 

problems such as inappropriate circulation of air, and not having an easy 

access to the main street. 
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Social features: 

- Lack of power: Due to poor financial position of the citizens, they do not have 

an active presence in social events. 

 

Economic features:  

- Most of the people have low levels of job security, working in service 

positions such as municipality. 

 

In the next step, local facilities and potentials exist in region were considered and 

appropriate cases were found in terms of solving the problems of the project. These 

potentials were chosen with respect to this view that they are able to solve 

problems of “Chahestaniha” neighborhood as well as solve those of other areas. 

Indeed, not only an environmental problem in region is solved but also, it is possible 

to solve the problem in “Chahestaniha” area. In other words, we tried to use the 

useless materials in an efficient way. 

 

The potentials of region are: 

- Bandar Abbass city has a huge commercial port with a high volume of import 

and export. A large number of containers are used in this way annually. 

Evidence show that many of these containers become useless in this cycle. 

These containers can be fixed with low costs and reused in housing.  

- Bandar Abbass city has many mineral reserves. This is the reason there are 

many factories in this city. One of these is Aluminum factory. In the process 

of producing aluminum, clay is produced which in turn has biological threats, 

leading to the expansion of deserts. This soil can be used to make clay panels. 

- Konar (Ziziphus) is a tropical tree in the area with edible fruit. It grows 

spontaneously and burning is the only way of destroying it. Its fruit can be 

combined, as natural fillers, with clay soil in order to make porosity in clay 
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panels as sun breaker. After drying, the fruits are extracted and making tiny 

holes in the panel texture. These porous panels can transfer both light and 

air. Besides, they are easy to make, therefore the citizens can build them 

easily. 

- ficus religiosa (Loor) is another local tree of this area whose fruit is edible. 

But the interesting point is that it has aerial roots. From architectural point 

of view, this tree has a complementary role in supporting its body. The aerial 

roots are very narrow and thin at the beginning and dependent upon the 

body, but when reaching the ground, they are fixed in the ground, become 

stronger by the time and support parts of the tree stem and body. This 

feature can be used as a natural and inexpensive way to gradually form a 

public area. 

-   

The potential of the site is: 

- Wastewater, being an infrastructural problem, is a healthcare threat. 

Regarding people’s interests in growing and keeping plants, this could be 

considered a good opportunity to feed and grow plants in neighborhoods 

and therefore increase the green area per capita in the site. Also, gardens 

can be made to produce vegetables and satisfy the needs of people living in 

the neighborhood. 

There is a significant point in all the mentioned cases and changes, which is the 

speed. In attention to illegal residence, we suggested “Metamorphosis” in the site 

to increase the sense of ownership and also make the changes acceptable by 

people. Actually the project will be developed by the residents as their own project 

in different phases, based on the designed pattern. People’s contribution in this 

project has an important role to increase the sense of ownership as well as 

beginning a spontaneous movement and supplying workforce.  

One of the major cultural issues which should be taken into a consideration is 

blocks layout. In other words the inner space of each container must not be seen 

by other neighbors. So, we have to arrange the containers in a very disciplined way. 

This problem solved easily by using a Japanese game called “Su Do Ku“. 
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In this way each container is situated in four directions (up, down, left and right). 

Each direction is a number and the current houses (blocks) are the cells of a table 

and the game starts. The containers should be arranged in four different directions 

in rows and columns and the story is the same for the whole site. Besides that, the 

passages and alleys could be corrected and more organized by the time. 

In conclusion, the main stream of the project is observing the features of the site 

and region in order to use them as potentials to improve the quality of life in 

“Cahestaniha” neighborhood. This goal will be achieved by use of the waste 

materials, natural capabilities and solutions and also people cooperation as the 

main potential power.   

 

 

  


